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In recent years, with the approval of international trademark law of sound 
mark, many countries and regions have joined the ranks of legal protection of 
sound mark. Domestic and foreign enterprises also realize that sound marks 
contain a huge amount of economic value, thereby gradually beginning to pay 
attention to and protect sound marks. Currently, a series of practice and 
exploration on legal protection of sound marks have been made in foreign 
countries, thus sound marks play remarkable roles in strengthening the public 
identifying goods or service sources. China's current Trademark Law has not 
yet recognized legal protection for sound mark. However, from the end of the 
last century until now, no matter the case Apollo accused Coca Cola or "Soy 
Sauce Xu" of Chengdu, we can see the need for protection of sound mark is 
being eager to get the legislative response. 
On September 2, 2011, the Legislative Affairs Office of the State Council 
released the “Trademark Law of the People's Republic of China (revision and 
consultation draft)” which states that the sound mark as one of the elements of a 
registered trademark will come under the scope of protection, from which we 
can sense that China’s Trademark Law holds a flexible attitude to sound mark, a 
non-conventional mark. Compared with other non-conventional trademarks, 
sound mark is more objective and practically operational, and the study on legal 
issues concerning to the sound mark is more theoretical and practical 
significance.  
This paper is divided into four chapters in addition to the preface. The first 
chapter gives an overview of the theory of sound mark and makes a reasonable 
analysis on the legal protection. The second chapter is about the analysis of the 
legislation and practice of sound marks in countries and regions and then sums 
up the successful experience as reference for China. The third chapter makes an 














qualifications and procedure qualifications as starting points, especially focuses 
on the positive aspect of essential qualifications, namely, distinctiveness. The 
fourth chapter is about countermeasures and suggestions for China to bring 
sound mark into the scope of legal protection and puts forward revised 
suggestions on the basis of analysis of the necessity of legal protection for 
sound mark and countermeasures and suggestions for dealing with conflict of 
rights issues that might happen. 
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利亚、法国、美国亦分别于 1995 年、1996 年、1999 年通过对本国商标法
的全面修改，开始了对声音商标的法律保护。截止 2006 年，世界上已有
38 个国家和地区认可声音商标。②从哈利·戴维森摩托车引擎声音商标案
























































































③  订定“立体、颜色及声音商标”审查基准[EB/OL]. http://law.148com.com/html/2184/156915.html, 
2012-12-02. 
④  WIPO SCT/16/2 Standing Committee on the Law of Trademarks Industrial Designs and Geographical 
































































































































①  读者可登陆 http://www.findsounds.com  进行体验。 
②  GAVICCHI, JON R. Trademark Searching Tools and Strategies: Questions for the New Millennium [J]. IDEA, 
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